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Overview
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This project was undertaken as part of our Understanding Virtual Social Behavior module where in 
we studied the virtual behaviors which are exhibited on YouTube with specific regarding to learning 
channels. 

We also looked into the behaviours exhibited by different stakeholders, the drivers responsible and 
other occurring phenomenons.

The methodology adopted helped us map out the gaps to eventually tap into insights and hypothesis 
those were further validated via experiments and simulations. Based on these, design directions/ 
recommendations were proposed. 
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YouTube

✘ Intended purpose: Video sharing platform. 

✘ Started in February 2005 by three former 
employees of PayPal- Chad Hurley, Steve Chen 
and Jawed Karim. In November 2006 it was 
bought by Google and now operates as one of its 
subsidiaries. 

✘ Currently, it is the largest search engine after 
google. 
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1, 000, 000, 000
average number of mobile

YouTube views in a day. 

70% of the  Indian 
users are below the 
age of 35

300 hours of video 
uploaded per minute. 

70% increase in 
the search of “ How 
to” videos year on 
year

Mobile phones (70%), 
Laptops, Tablets, and PCs.
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Search, view & share videos, 
like, share, subscribe, 
create playlists, & 
comment.



Online education- India
Online education market is expected to grow from USD 
247 million to 1.96 billion in 2021. 
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“There are over a billion 
education/ learning 
related videos views 
everyday on YouTube”

Sundar Pichai, 

CEO Google

$73m

$773m

$43m
$93m

$33m
$5m

$515m

$463m

$184m

$29m

Primary & 
Secondary
School learning 
supplemental

Test 
Preparation
Competitive exams

Reskilling & 
certification
Enhancing the skill

Higher 
Education
Distance learning 
course

Casual 
Learning
Non-academic: 
Language, arts



Online education - India

Why online education is 
growing in 

India
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Mobile/ Internet 
penetration: New mobile 
users by 2012 expected to 
be 180 M and 735 M Internet 
users. 

Government: Plans like 
digital India and other 
policies are enabling. 

Disposable income: 
Expected to grow by 55% by 
2021.

Affordable: Online 
education is much 
cheaper (almost 53%) 

Availability: It is easily 
accessible and available. 
(even where offline 
education is low)

Employability: Industry 
or job relevant training 
can be acquired. 

Youth: 46% population 
is young therefore, 
higher acceptance. 
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YouTube Learning (SWOT)
STRENGTHS

Quick and easy access

Anytime- anywhere usage

In synch with the ‘digital age’  

Geographic liberation

Equity and equality

Abundance of content

Cost effective (free)

Boundless 

2nd largest platform in the world

Device/ gadget friendly 

Enables sharing

Flexibility and ease of choosing time

WEAKNESSES

Lack of visual feedback

Lack of collaboration and peer 
learning

Isolated and incompatible for group 
work

Lack of authenticity and credibility

No assessment of learning

Prone to bullying

Intrusive and distracting ads

Low moderation

Lack of drive to learn

Weak feedback

Lacks transparency

Traps/ click baits

Conformity bias/ discrimination

Problem of plenty

Low retention

Distracting
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YouTube Learning (SWOT)
OPPORTUNITY

Increased internet penetration and 
Infrastructure

Policies in favour 

Future of education

Cost effective

No limitations

No limit of no. of students

Spread education beyond borders

Discrimination free

Large community

Schools without classroom

Existing ecosystem of online learning

THREAT

Consistency 

Uniqueness

Students tend to get laid back

Procrastination

Alternative learning platforms

Classroom education

Distance learning programme
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Netnography
Netnography is an online research method originating in ethnography 

which is applied to understanding social interaction in contemporary digital 
communications contexts.



Understanding Virtual
Behaviour
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Virtual social platforms have the power to amplify 
attitudes, behaviours and motivations, compared 
to that which exist in the real world. 

To understand this better we looked at the:

1. The viewers behaviour, specifically in the 
comment section of this platform were 
studied to understand and analyse the 
interactions and virtual social behaviour.

2. The videos uploaded and the uploaders 
profile. Also, the correlation between the 
comments and the content uploader’s 
details. 

Understanding and 
mapping behaviour

Viewer / Comment 
section

(Feedback)

Content uploader



Channel Study
Multiple education channels on YouTube were studied. 
This aided us to understand and map the uploaders 
intentions and behaviour and how the viewers reacted 
to it. 

Tool used: Netnography
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Subscribers: 111, 727 
Areas of education: Primarily Competition Exams 
Preparation
Content uploaded: There was a deviation in her intent, it 
was more about gaining likes rather than imparting 
education.

OBSERVATION: 
● The comments were inappropriate/ derogatory, 

sexist and focused on her physical features and 
clothing.

● None of the questions relevant to the video were 
answered.

● Majority of the commentators were of the opposite 
gender i.e Male (approx 98%)

● Interaction level was low.

Subscribers: 257, 871 
Areas of education: Toys for Science and Math Education
Content uploaded: Crisp and simple videos, highly relevant 
to learning. 

OBSERVATION:
● Videos are easy to understand and kids who develop 

these toys are made to record the video and upload 
hence, more relatable and comfortable. 

● Videos are made in majority of the regional languages
● Honest/ critical feedback lacks.
● Negative comments stay on the top and create a 

stalemate condition (Counter the efforts by the 
educator)

Arvind GuptaPreety Uzlain
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Subscribers: 5, 930, 149 
Areas of education: government exams
Content uploaded: Multiple teachers.

OBSERVATION: 
● Focused more on monetizing than educating.
● Genuinely questions get lost in the noise of spams 

and irrelevant live chat messages.
● Hate and aggression were a common element 

(specially against ethnic groups) 
● Constant advertisements distract.
● Pseudo patriotism comes into play.
● People try to conform to similar groups.
● More trolls than genuine comments. 
● Young kids get exposed to toxic content.
● Bias towards certain educators.

Subscribers: 9,209,503
Areas of education: General science learning
Content uploaded:  Graphic Animation / Gamification

OBSERVATION: 
● Explain the process to the audience to gain there 

trust, provide source information
● Comments were more relevant and discussion 

oriented. 
● Comments section was interactive and deviations 

were less.
● The quality of videos was high and engaging.
● More learning oriented. 

Study IQ Education Kurzgesagt: In a nutshell



Content Uploader
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How do they gain 
trust of the 

viewers?

Providing genuinely rich content

Making viewers aware of the benefits/ outcome

Sharing the channel’s success stories.

Click bait/ Taglines

Collaborating with trusted sources

Sharing their sources to validate their 
content 

Based on the no of likes and viewership

Tapping into people’s greed (ex: “crack UPSC in 2 days.”)

Open source/ providing further reference



Discrimination 
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Female

• Comments are oriented 
towards the educator’s 

physical appearance and 
looks. 

• They are lued, 
demeaning, and sexist.

• Most of the comments 
are highly deviant and 

irrelevant.

• The viewers also try to 
flirt and ask inappropriate 

questions. 

Male

• The comments very 
relatively more relevant 
than they were for the 

women.

• The comments were 
de-motivating and the 

sarcastic.

Inanimate

• The comments very the 
closest to being relevant.

• The discrimination and 
distraction were seen to 

low.

• There were more 
relevant discussions.

• The videos were more 
engaging and had 

consistency of delivery.



Comment section
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WHY
Comment section

Feedback

Participate

Express

Persuade/ influence

Discussion

Support

Criticize

Deviations

Discrimination

Irrelevant

Comparison

Inadequate/ Lack 
of feedback 

One way feedback

Stalemate 

Gender
Appearance
Ethnicity

Inappropriate
Open to all
Only form of feedback

Competitive
Biases

Negative space
Laziness
Not engaging
No incentive

No proper section 
for the viewers and 
uploaders to 
interact
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Behaviour Archetype
Based on the type of viewers/ users we came across on the YouTube learning channels. Specially via the live 
chat and the comments section

35% 17% 11%

The Lurker

These people observe but 
do not participate. They 
contribute to a major 

chunk of online personas 
on YouTube. They 

subscribe, watch, maybe 
sometimes even like but, 

seldom participate in 
feedbacks/ discussions.

Where am I here?

These are the people who 
have extremely deviant 

purposes. Their feedback/ 
comments are extremely 
irrelevant. They discuss 
anything and everything 

but, the topic of learning. 

The Bully

Cyberbully is the one who 
generally sends, posts, 

shares negative, harmful, 
false, or mean content 

about someone else. They 
mostly get triggered while 

someone opposes/ 
challenges their beliefs or 
does not align with them.
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Behaviour Archetype

10% 10% 8%

Cribby Crabby

These people never tend 
to be satisfied and find 

some or the other reason 
to whine or crib. They have 

issues and complaints. 
These kinds are rarely 
satisfied and no matter 

how much someone puts 
in effort of appreciating, 
they find a way to crib.

Socialite 

These are the people who 
come out to look for friends. 

Chit chat, random 
conversations or simply 

because they are bored. They 
focus the most on 

socialising. Even when they 
don’t receive a response, 
their will is unbreakable. 
After a point they turn 
extremely annoying.  

The pot stirrer

These are the notorious 
kind. They comment to stir 
arguments, provoke people 

and then disassociate 
themselves and let the 
argument proceed. They 
tend to fuel aggression 

and fights online. After a 
point they like to sit back 

and enjoy.  
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5% 2% 2%

Teacher’s pet

These people are part of 
the uploaders fan group. 

They are generally oriented 
towards praising and 

appreciating but, if need 
be they also defend when 
their educator/ uploader is 
attacked. They also try to 
influence people who feel 

otherwise. 

The Geek

These are the knowledge 
enthusiasts, they like to 

stick to the point and ask 
questions. They dwell in 

the depth of the topic and 
are aware of what they 

seek.

The natural leader

These people are such a 
pleasure to come across! 
They mostly will be seen 

playing the role of a 
pacifier. They always have 
constructive and visionary 

suggestions that could 
improve the content and 

the quality, rare but, good.

Behaviour Archetype



Behaviour mapping
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REAL

VIRTUAL

Fear

Shame

Guilt

Embarrassment

Fraud

Altruism

Gratitude

Discrimination

Aggression

Bullying

Transaction

Self 
presentation

(Based on the understanding of the viewers and the content uploaders, both.) 



Behaviour exhibited
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Aggression

Youtube is available for 
everyone without any 

restrictions. People can 
keep their accounts 

private/ unknown and 
share their feelings 

without any inhibition of 
being judged. Moral values 

and the line of social 
ethics also blurs. When 

people’s beliefs are 
challenged, it triggers 

them and amplifies their 
anger leading to aggressive 

comments.

Cyberbullying

Cyberbullying and trolling 
are a highly common 

occurring in the comment 
section. The feedback is 
highly deviant. Multiple 

reasons can be attributed 
to the same. Some being 
the anonymity, no defined 

consequences, 
unaccountability, social 

conformation and 
normalcy, they feel this is 

acceptable because 
everyone is doing it. 

Discrimination

Discrimination is another 
fairly recurring 

phenomenon. This 
happens against the peer 
who comment as well as 

the ones who are 
uploading the video. The 
most common one being 
that based on the gender 

and then ethnicity. Women 
educators receive more 

irrelevant and 
inappropriate comments 

compared to men.    



Behaviour exhibited 
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Transactional

Like, share, subscribe! 
Probably the first three 

words that come to 
anyone’s mind on hearing, 

‘YouTube’. Even the 
educational platforms are 
highly driven by this. The 
aim becomes to gain likes 
and views and monetize 

on the content. The intent 
of teaching and educating 

dilutes and gets 
overshadowed. 

Polarisation

One’s views or behavior 
tends to get extreme or 

polarized on the platform. 
One of the key reason for 
this is confirmation bias. 

People likely seek out and 
agree with views that align 

with their pre- existing 
beliefs. Curating the 

content we want to see 
potentially makes it easier 

for us to listen to 
speakers/ educators who 
validate our worldview

Exploration

With 300 hours worth of 
video being uploaded on 

YouTube, there is absolute 
abundance of data one can 
access, due to youtube’s 

anyone- everyone 
approach. With the 

recommendation algorithm 
of YouTube is extremely 
engaging and results in 
amplification of usage. 



Core Drives
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The Uploader

Drive to acquire likes, views, 
fame, recognition, influence and 

eventually money is the key 
driver. Their purpose of 

educating or teaching is highly 
transactional. This is followed 
by drive to feel. This deals with 
the feeling of acceptance, thrill 

and emotional experiences.

The Viewer

The most common drive that 
was observed was drive to 

bond. Viewers mostly want their 
opinion be valued. People 

incline towards individuals with 
similar worldviews and 

demographics. This follows 
drive to defend, which triggers 
them to become active when 

they feel threatened by another 
opinion or a person.

Drive to learn: encourage 
curiosity and provide means for 

exploration to improve 
understanding. This should 

appropriately have been the key 
drive for both of these 

stakeholders as it the very 
essence of education and 

learning. Due to overpowering of 
other drives, this takes a 

backseat. 



Drivers
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Anonymity

It allows the viewers to 
express without fear and 
gives a feeling of security.

It encourages bullying, 
aggression, nasty and 

inappropriate behaviour 
and comments. 

Conformity

It provides a sense of self 
surety and confidence.

It makes the viewer 
irrational, blindsided and 

often leads to mob 
behaviour like bullying and 

also harassment. 

Group thinking

There is a sense of 
belonging and being a part 

of the group. 

It makes one highly 
susceptible to being 

influenced, promotes herd 
mentality, loss of 
authenticity and 

suppresses new ideas and 
opinions.     



Drivers
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Online Disinhibition

effect

One does not feel 
restrained while 
communicating. 

This also turns toxic and 
leads to bullying. This 
enables viewers to say 
mean and inappropriate 

things, having no 
consequences to face 
outside the internet. 

Trust

It increases authenticity as 
people express themselves 

better and put honest 
opinions. They engage 

better when they trust the 
uploader too.

It can be misleading, 
people try to assume 

maximum information with 
minimum information. It 

makes the viewers baised 
and polarised. 

Self presentation

Gives people a chance to 
control or shape how 

others see them.

This leads to manipulation, 
inauthentic content, 
deceitfulness. The 

uploaders trick the viewers 
into believing what they 

desire and mostly mislead. 
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Auto-netnography
Auto-netnography roots back to Auto-ethnography. It is a key tool to understand how 

people interact, feel and behave with the online community. The researcher explores the 
online platform and uses self- reflection to record their feelings, emotions and personal 

experience. My teammate Priyank and I created new profiles for YouTube, watched 
multiple learning videos and recorded our personal experience over a certain period of 

time. 
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Tavleen 

● I chose the video on the basis of the number of likes and views it had, since there was no 
other option or way of knowing.

● There is an abundance of content hence, confusing. 
● Ads and are distracting and also frustrating at times (specially the ones with no skip option)
● The recommendations divert attention and I ended up consuming more time than planned. 
● The comment section on some videos was misleading and irrelevant. It was also cluttered 

and monotonous, so I did not participate in the feedback. 
● There is no provision of an overview or the outcome of the video, this lead to confusion and 

also was immensely time consuming as I had to browse through multiple videos. 
● Constant popping of music videos, news, movie reviews, etc, also contributed to distraction 

and time wastage.
● None of my video relevant queries on the live chats of the educational channels got 

answered. Most of my comments got lost in the random bombardment of irrelevant 
comment. 

● When I opposed someone’s view on the live chat, I got an aggressive and inappropriate 
response.

● I was also getting provoked with rude, insensitive and mean comments that came up on 
these videos.
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Priyank 
● Search through keywords 
● Look for relevant keywords in the title of video
● See the duration of the video and decide according to the time I have
● Often see the number of views to choose the one from the top search results
● Select one video and fast forward it to get a overview of the content, as there is no 

description about the video
● Once the selected video is played the ads distract from the main aim of learning 
● Also the recommendation districts and create more confusion as it does not show the 

relevant videos which I searched for 
● I prefer to go back to the search result and choose another video from there
● Often the title of the videos are misleading. There is a difference between what the title 

says and the content of the video. 
● Number of likes and dislikes does not makes much of a difference on selection of video
● Once I find the relevant video I like it or save it in my playlist for future reference
● Quickly go through the comment section to understand what others have to say
● Generally the environment of the comment section is very toxic and i don't feel like 

expressing or giving feedback 
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Picture Association
To get a better understanding, as a part of our qualitative research we used picture 

association as a tool. Participants were shown eight images and were asked to pick the 
top two that they could relate the most to ‘YouTube education’. 
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Analysis 

The most frequently chosen photos were the ones shown above. picture no. 1 shows a data over dose and picture 
no. 2 shows knowledge/ mind growth. These images clearly point that people associate YouTube learning with the 
source of  knowledge which helps them grow but, there is also content abundance that is an information explosion. 

1. 2.
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Word association
The participants were asked to write down three words promptly in response to ‘YouTube 

education’ 
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Key words/ phrases 

Easy

Confusing Graphical

Free

Needs 
patience

Convenient

Unverified

Variety

Like, share, subscribe!
Not trustworthy

Open content

Accessible

These words/ phrases were found to be the most reoccurring and notable.
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Analysis
● ‘Like, share and subscribe!’, this recurrence of this phase throws light on the 

extremely transactional relationship between the educator (the uploader) and the 
learner (the viewer).

● The ease of accessing and simple interface makes it easy to use and convenient 
therefore preferred by many. 

● ‘Free’, is another frequent word. Since education, learning and coaching classes in 
the real world are heavy on the pockets, free content becomes a prime attraction 
feature.

● The abundance of information and lack of categorization causes confusion making 
the process time consuming.

● Phrases and words like ‘Not trustworthy’, ‘unverified’, and  ‘open source’ point at 
the lack of credibility and the authenticity of content. 
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Survey



Findings
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● Majority of the participants use YouTube for 
learning or education.

● Majority ends up spending more time than 
planned. 

● Features like subscribe, like, playlist are the most 
commonly used while, comment section and 
reporting lags. 

Do you use youtube for educational / 

learning video?

Do you end up spending more time than you 

planned when you use Youtube?



Findings
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● On the scale of 1-5, rating how much they trust 
the authenticity of the video the most common 
was 3. Implying that the majority does not trust 
the content completely. 

“ Does not feel like the right place to give feedback.”

“Can’t relate to the previous comments.”

“Sometimes I don’t want to comment but, still 
appreciate.”

“Use comments to troll the haters.” 

“Don’t see the point.”

“Time waste!”

The most common reasons for not using the 
comment section to give feedback



Observations
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● The feedback on YouTube is delayed and weak.
● The current comment section discourages people from participating and is also misused.
● There is a ripple effect (One negative comment/ video leads to more)
● Ratio of the no. of views to comments is extremely skewed. 
● The relationship on YouTube is highly transactional (likes, shares, etc)
● The uploaders gain users trust by tapping onto their greed.
● People tend to open up to people who are perceived as anonymous. 
● There is discrimination based on gender, caste, region, etc. 
● The viewers are unable to navigate themselves through the ample amount of data available 

hence, confusion. 
● Drive to learn takes a backseat on learning channels. 
● Recommendations are distracting. 



Insights
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● YouTube’s recommendation algorithm polarises and amplifies behaviour to extremes. 
(Mild to wild)

● Disinhibition leads to a more irresponsible behaviour ( Perceived lack of accountability) 

● The anyone- everyone approach is diluting the authenticity. 

● Lack of element of play leads to less of engagement/ retention.

● Abundance of data, leads to confusion.



Hypothesis
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Recommendation 
Algorithm 

It leads to polarization and focuses on quantity of time spent rather 
than quality.

Feedback Comment section biases viewers opinions and currently is 
irrelevant and delayed.

Retention Retention of a learner is lesser on YouTube learning 
channels.
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Validation
To validate the insights and the hypothesis different simulations and experiments were 
conducted under major three categories; Recommendation, Feedback and Retention.
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SIMULATION 1
Different participant’s existing YouTube algorithm were observed and pattern of the recommendations were noted. 
Their existing algorithm was studied and then a controversial topic was searched. 

RESULTS

After watching one controversial video and going back to the home page, we noticed that there were a whole new 
recommendations for videos along the same lines of controversy or other for even more controversial videos. 

VALIDATION

This simulation helped us to establish that the existing algorithm pushes viewers towards engaging and 
controversial videos.

SIMULATION 2

A set YouTube accounts were used to see videos in favourable of a particular political party while, the other set was 
to videos against the same party. 

RESULTS

The recommendation of the set 1 of accounts which were used to search a see videos in favour of the political 
showed suggestions in favour.

While, the second set’s recommendation was full of videos against the party as they had searched for a similar 
content. 

VALIDATION

This simulation helped us to establish that the existing recommendation algorithm polarises people and pushes 
them to extremes.
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SIMULATION
Two participant groups were taken for this validation. 

Group 1: They were made to read comments first and then shown the video. After seeing the video they 
were asked to write their opinions down.

Group 2: They were made to watch the video first and asked to write their opinions about the same. Post 
which they were exposed to the comment section.

RESULTS

Group 1: They were more skeptic, had assumptions and preconceived notions. Their opinions aligned with 
that of the comments amd had biases even before they saw the video. They had set expectations and 
were not very keen on seeing the video as they had made certain opinions.

Group 2: They seem more interested to watch the video. They didn't seem to have any opinions or biases 
and were not pessimistic. They were more accepting, open to learning and exploring. They watched the 
video keenly constantly trying to make sense.

VALIDATION

This simulation helped us to establish that comment section create biases amongst the viewers and 
sometimes result in a stalemate condition where the uploders efforts and intent get countered by the 
negative, irrelevant and discouraging comments.
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SIMULATION

To test the retention of the online learners and different in behaviour 
in their behaviour in a classroom setup vs online. For this two 
participant groups were made. 

RESULTS

Group 1: They were made to watch a pre- recorded video on ‘how 
sound reaches our brain’. After watching the video they were made to 
take a test and their marks were recorded. 

Group 2: The same topic to this group was taught in a classroom 
setup where the learners and the teacher were physically present. 
Post the lesson, they were also made to take a test and the marks 
were recorded.

OBSERVATIONS: 

Group 1: They watched the videos multiple times, their doubts were 
not answered immediately and by the end of the video forgot some of 
the questions they meant to ask.

Group 2: There was a constant feedback between both the parties. 
The educator could sense looking that participant’s behaviour and 
expression whether he/she was following what was being taught and 
explained again. There was peer to peer learning.

VALIDATION

The average score of participant group 2 was more than that of 1 as 
they retained more information. The delayed feedback also affects the 
learning. 
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A snapshot from the video made for virtual learning

Classroom set up simulation
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ed

The most crucial, primary and the broader recommendation is to create a subcategory of YouTube, making  a more 
relevant platform for learning, suggestively calling it YouTube ed. 

Recommendation two and three are feedback framework and recommendation algorithm respectively. These two are 
essentially a part of the broader suggestion, the new proposed platform.  

Feedback Recommendation 
algorithm

Area of design 
recommendations
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● Conscientiousness 
(Reliable, prompt, 
organized, thorough)

● Participative

● Rewarding

● Protective

● Ethical

1. YouTube ed 
Traits of the proposed 
platform
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Screen 1: Sign up/ sign in
WHAT:

● YouTube ed would 
require a separate sign 
up.

● The learner would have 
to provide their email ID 
and Phone number to 
which they would receive 
an OTP to verify the user. 

WHY:

● This would help address 
anyone- everyone 
approach.

● Bring learning for the 
forefront.

● More relevant and 
learning oriented content 
(for both the uploader 
and the viewer)

● Keeping the anonymity 
intact, the verification 
process via OTP would 
make the viewer feel 
more credible, 
accountable andless 
invincible. 
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WHAT:

● Giving viewers an option 
to choose their preferred 
subjects that they want 
to learn. 

WHY:

● Planned and focused 
learning.

● Viewers in authority to 
choose what content is 
shown or he/she wants 
to see.

● Aid them learn WHAT 
THEY WANT to learn. 

● Negate confusion in the 
abundance.

● Relevant and customised 
content.

Screen 2: Subject preferences
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Screen 3: Main screen (video playing)

SEARCH: “What would you like to learn today?” 
Reminding the purpose of the platform and the 
viewer. 

FILTERS: Skill, level and language.
Focussed and relevant results, easier navigation 
through excessive content and curbs confusion. 

CHALLENGE: Challenge is a section where 
viewers could go and participate in quizzes to 
test their learning. They could also challenge 
their friends or random opponents. Based on 
this they will have level ups and special badges 
as they move up the leaderboard. They would 
get reward for their feedback and also get a 
feedback about their learnings. 

NOTEBOOK: Learner can save notes that 
have been made while watching a video. This 
will aid better retention. 

COMMUNITY: Shared learning experience.
- Video sharing and simultaneous 

viewing with peers
- Live  video chat 
- Sharing note for simultaneous 

writing and note making.

PROFILE: The viewer can see his/ her 
progress, feedback, evaluation scores, quiz 
rankings, etc. 
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Screen 3: Main screen (video playing)

YouTube note: This can be accessed while 
watching a video/ tutorial/ lesson. 

I. Reminder: Revision reminders can be set

II. Delete: The notes can be deleted

III. Share: These could be shared via other social media platforms.

IV. Add to notebook: These notes can be added to the notebook 
collection, Where all the notes can be stored. 

IV. Last edited: Shows the notes and when they were last edited.

Discussion: This would be a replacement for “comment” section. The word comment adds an element of 
casualness whereas, discussion seems more formal and serious. This would curb the unnecessary commenting. 
It would also open a seperate window of discussion and won’t be visible right under the video to reduce biases 
and preconceived notion. This will also help improve the environment of feedback. 

Appreciate/ Like: The dislike button would be removed and the only like button would be available. This would 
help reduce the negativity and discouragement that uploader faces

Alternative feedback:  A non 
lingual form of feedback  would be 
provided to express the viewers 
feelings. This could help express 
dissatisfaction without the usage of 
harsh words. 
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Screen 3: Main screen (video playing)

YouTube note: This can be accessed while 
watching a video/ tutorial/ lesson. 

I. Reminder: Revision reminders can be set

II. Delete: The notes can be deleted

III. Share: These could be shared via other social media platforms.

IV. Add to notebook: These notes can be added to the notebook 
collection, Where all the notes can be stored. 

IV. Last edited: Shows the notes and when they were last edited.

Discussion: This would be a replacement for “comment” section. The word comment adds an element of 
casualness whereas, discussion seems more formal and serious. This would curb the unnecessary commenting. 
It would also open a seperate window of discussion and won’t be visible right under the video to reduce biases 
and preconceived notion. This will also help improve the environment of feedback. 

Appreciate/ Like: The dislike button would be removed and the only like button would be available. This would 
help reduce the negativity and discouragement that uploader faces

Alternative feedback:  A non 
lingual form of feedback  would be 
provided to express the viewers 
feelings. This could help express 
dissatisfaction without the usage of 
harsh words. 
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2. Feedback
Feedback is an extremely crucial part of communication. It is a window to the future. Yet, the feedback on 
Educational channels of YouTube is delayed, skewed, deviant, unstructured, unengaging, monotonous and 
extremely irrelevant. Also, it creates a negative comment/ discussion atmosphere due to elevated discrimination, 
aggression and other sentiments. 

(A basic framework for feedback was designed.) 

R

I

E

P

Relevant: The feedback should be 
designed such that it should minimise 
deviations. 

Inclusive: Most people do not feel involved in the feedback/ 
comment section. It is a one way communication as the uploaders 
don’t involve in the comment section.

Prompt: The feedback on YouTube is delayed. This causes the negative 
sentiment to sore further. Rapid replies can help counter this and 
therefore response time matters. 

Engaging: The current feedback section has no engaging factor and there is no 
perceived gain or value for their time they contribute giving feedback. Based on 
the social exchange theory they weigh their loss of time higher over the return 
they get for the same hence, there is lack of feedback. 
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02. Feedback
WHAT:

● Replacing the comment section with the 
discussion forum as a method of feedback. 

● Adding a quick and an alternative way of 
giving feedback via emoticons.

● Removing the dislike options while only 
keeping the like or the appreciation button.

● Gamifying the feedback to add the 
element of play and introducing incentives

● Via gamified levels and badges to show the 
competency of the commenter in the 
discussion forum. 

WHY:

● Comment is perceived to be more casual 
whereas, discussion forum is perceived to 
be more crucial. This will remove 
unnecessary and random comments, 
making it more relevant. 

● Viewers can provide instant feedback.
● Removing lingual barriers hence, inclusive 

and prompt.
● Makes the viewing environment less toxic.
● Engage people.
● Through gamification, feedback to the 

viewer about their learning progress.
● Credibility of the commenter

Levels and 
badges of 

the 
commenter 

to be 
displayed  

Users profile 
level, area of 

expertise 
and badges 
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3. Algorithm

● Focuses on watch time rather than quality 
and content of the video.

● Mild to wild.
● It pushes viewers to extremes.
● It creates polarity.
● Amplifies the behaviour.
● It becomes a trap to engage people and 

amplify their sensation.

● Create a learning environment through 
recommendation.

● Giving multiple perspective on the subject for 
holistic learning.

● Help users handle information overload.
● Guides users for better navigation.
● Help the user retain information.

Existing Desired
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Proposed Recommendation Algorithm 
Ranking algorithm

This shows the parameters on which the proposed 
YouTube’s video suggestion algorithm will work.

This pyramid framework would help to narrow down 
to relevant video suggestions that would focus on 
learning watch/ engagement time.

2Trending
Using technology such as IOT and AI for 

trend forecasting. This will aid user to be 
updated with the latest innovations

4Users Skill level and 
requirements

User skill level will segregate the content 
according to the users current 

understanding hence making is relevant    

1

Video quality and 
presentation
Through our research we found that Audio 
and video quality of the content effects the 
level of trust.  

3 Users history and Peers 
view list
Creating an environment where users 
history is used for self analysis and 
retention. Peers view list will further make 
the learning more contextual

5  Contextual - Demography 
and language
Setting the right context by understanding 
the basic and preliminary requirements of 
the user



STRIP 1: “ LEARN MORE IN ”
This bar of recommendations would show the videos 
from the categories the user chooses as preference while 
signing up.

STRIP 2: “YOU CAN TRY”
This bar of recommendations would show the videos 
similar concepts from other non-selected categories that 
is relevant to the search.

STRIP 3: “MOST POPULAR”
This bar of recommendations would show the popular 
videos from different fields. Topics and suggestions. 
(based on the likes/ appreciation and no. views)

Would you like to rearrange your suggestions? 

“Would you like to rearrange your suggestions? 
This dialogue box could appear once in a week for if the 
user is not happy with the suggestions and would get a 
chance to rearrange. This could also be done at any given 
time using the profile section. Giving viewers control over 
what they see.  



Thank you
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